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Manufacturing company updates
management systems
Teijin Limited updated its key system to a high-performance server that
is optimal for SAP HANA

“The deciding factors for us were the
close relationship between Cisco and SAP,
Cisco UCS’s shares and price, and the
user-friendly, comprehensive support.”

Executive Summary
• Customer Name: Teijin Limited
• Industry: Manufacturing, Service
• Location: Osaka, Japan
• Number of Employees: 15,756

Toshitaka Murakami
Enterprise Business Headquarters TG Support Division Manager,
Infocom Corporation

• Customer Name:
Infocom Corporation
• Industry: Service
• Location: Tokyo, Japan
• Number of Employees: 1,109
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Business Challenge:

Business challenge

• The company needed measures to prevent
the deterioration of the key management
system used by the group. It also needed
to update applications.

Teijin Limited opened in 1918 as Japan’s first
rayon manufacturer. The company currently
participates in three business domains: highfunctional raw materials, healthcare, and IT.
Teijin is advancing its strengths in each industry
and aims to create new value that other
companies cannot imitate. Furthermore, the
company plans to engage in drastic business
structure reforms and develop a business entity
that provides solutions throughout the group.

Network Solution:
• The application introduced SAP HANA and
used the Cisco® UCS® platform.
• This reduced the time needed to process
business tasks by improving performance.

Business Results:
• Technical support and maintenance
support through close connections
between Cisco and SAP
• Management of all system integration
projects through Cisco Advanced Services
• Complete migration of the key system and
examination of disaster recovery
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Teijin established a key system using domestic
and overseas businesses that consists of the
Teijin headquarters and the group. The largescale system includes 400 to 500 servers.

Infocom Corporation, a company in this group,
has provided continuous support, including
the construction of infrastructure (such as
servers and networks), operation maintenance,
and the development and construction of
various business applications. Infocom is also
supporting everyday tasks.
The system used for management tasks
requires countermeasures against deterioration
as well as upgrade support for applications. In a
discussion focused on the future, Teijin and
Infocom compared the continued usage of
conventional applications and their replacement
with new product applications, and decided to
replace everything. At that point, the team chose
to introduce SAP HANA. At the same time, they
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decided to select a server platform that operated
SAP HANA, adopting the Cisco® Unified
Computing System™ (Cisco UCS®) platform.

Network solution
“For improvements related to deterioration, it
seemed like we could control the investment
costs better by continuing to use successor
models,” said Infocom support group
leader Toshitaka Murakami. “However, after
considering the medium term and making
comparisons and examinations, we came to
the conclusion that using SAP HANA would
be better.”
Murakami added that, in recent years, almost all
servers consisting of a system were virtualized,
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leaving fewer opportunities to introduce
physical servers.
“Introducing SAP HANA was a great challenge
for us. Up until now, we had heard of many
cases of difficulties during its introduction,”
Murakami explained. So they arranged a
discussion between a staff member from a
company that had introduced SAP HANA, and a
project manager from Teijin.
“In order to make the project a success, we
decided that asking a vendor with results using
SAP HANA was safer and more secure, even if
it cost a little more,” Murakami explained.
Kazushi Shiraishi, also from Infocom’s support
group, noted that maintenance was a factor.
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“We decided to entrust Cisco with everything
related to system integration. They were able
to provide complete support, from networking
to high-level applications. There were many
cases where communication between vendors
became difficult because there were different
construction vendors in charge of servers and
networks, so I looked forward to Cisco’s total
support,” Shiraishi added.

Business results
The Cisco UCS lineup includes the blade
server B series and Cisco UCS C460 M4 Rack
Servers. They provide total high efficiency and
usability from the initial construction to everyday
operation through Cisco UCS Manager. It can
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manage the entire system through a graphic
interface and a service profile function that
simplifies configuration and expansion.
Cisco UCS can process huge data transfers
between the SAP ERP and SAP HANA
databases through its large capacity in-memory
and storage and high speed, low latency I/O
interface in real time. After Teijin migrated to
SAP HANA, its performance improved and the
time needed for batch processing during the
night, which is when accounts are settled, was
reduced by several hours.
Teijin introduced two Cisco UCS C460 M4 Rack
Servers: one for real execution and one for
development and quality assurance.
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“We are using this based on a proposal that said
development and quality assurance could
sufficiently secure performance, even in virtual
environments,” said Shiraishi. “It is as per the
proposal, which said that real execution should
be made independent. Everyone was nervous
when switching from a conventional system for
the real execution environment, but it was
completed in time without any problems.”
Cisco cooperated closely with SAP to provide
optimal solutions based on both companies’
standard technologies. In the Cisco Tokyo office,
there’s a SAP competence center that provides
total support for the introduction, construction,
and operation of SAP HANA. It provides
comprehensive proposals for everything from
servers to networks.

“Even during the project, Cisco provided
extremely speedy support, and many people
contacted us proactively. It was great that the
project manager had adequately put everything
in order,” Shiraishi noted.

Product List

The company successfully completed its goal
of transferring the key system to SAP HANA.
From the start of its operations to the present, it
has used the new system without any problems
for the business tasks of various companies in
the group.

• SAP HANA

For More Information
For details about Cisco UCS, please visit
www.cisco.com/go/ucs.

“Cisco and SAP’s connection is strong, so we
could be at ease regarding the technology as
well,” said Murakami. “Cisco UCS’s global share
is top class, and its price was also low. All of
these backed our decision. We are also in charge
of maintenance, so we were concerned about
that as well. However, it has a support center like
network products, and we knew that they would
provide support in a quick manner, so we
determined that it was fine.”
According to Shiraishi, the introduction and
migration project finished in about a year, but the
team knew that maintenance operations would
continue for more than 10 years afterwards, and
asked Cisco for support.
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• Cisco Unified Computing
System (Cisco UCS)
• Cisco Advanced Services

